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relatively straight claws designed for digging, brown
bears are not as-adept at climbing trees as are black Dears.
Thus -it seemed a reasonable assumption that this " brown"
bear would be unable to climb up on the-roof. In fact, it was
. a cimlamon~c?lored black b~ar. The mistaken identit)" was
critical because of what happened next.
The husband fled to the boat as planned and went for
help. While he was gone, the bear climbeda very small
black spruce next to the cabin and jumped on the roof. It
is unclear whether.the bear attacked the woman there or
whether she ju~ped from the roof. When thehusoan d and
a neighbor returned , they found the bear next to the cabin
and shot and killed it, only to find it had already killed the
- woman and consumed a substantial portion of her body.
Defensive wounds on her body indicated the woman had
tried vigorously to defend herself.
Examination of the 150-to 175-pound male bear, esti
mated at 11 years old, turned up no physical injuries or
impairments that might predispose the bear to attack a
human. Nor was there any indication it was a garbage bear
.- or a nuisance bear which had made a habit of breaking into
cabins. Nearby residents were unaware of the bear 's
presence, and no cabin break-ins were reported.
Ever since two fatal attacks on women in Montana
several decades ago, it has been difficult to dispel fear that
bears are attracted to menstrual odors. Several research
projects since then have shown no attraction . The woman
in this attack was not menstruating.
The seemingly unexplainable attack is not without
precedent either in
Alaska or elsewhere, al
though there have been
fewer than half a dozen
such attacks documented
in Alaska. Stephen
Herrero,a professor 'at
the University ~ f
Calgary, is generally ac
knowledged as the
world 's leading expert
on bear-human interac
tions. In a 1985 book
entitled Bear Attacks,
Herrero documented 26
people being killed by
black bears in North
America between 1900
and 1983. He concluded
that in the majority of
the cases, these black
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bears deliberately preyed on human beings. The bear that
killed the woman near Glennallen fits Herrero's profile of
a predaceous black bear in many respects: it had no
physical ailments; it did not have a history of nuisance

behavior; and it appeared to be a truly wild bear with little
or no prior contact with humans. The attack occurred
during the day, outside of the denning season, and involved
a male: all characteristics of the majority of the fatal black
bear attacks studied by Herrero.
With a conservative estimate of lOO,OOO-plus black
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bears in Alaska, it is only natural that people are concerned
by this fatal attack . But when you consider the' tens of
thousands-of people engaged in all sorts of activities every
day in Alaska's back country, the magnitu de of the risk
diminishes considerably. The statistical
probabilty of a predaceous black bear
attack is put into clearer perspective by
Herrero's work. Of the millions of people
exposed to bears during the.first 83 years
of this century on the North American
continent, only 26 black bear-human en.
counters were fatal to the humans. Look
aPit yet another way: 'iIliAlgOI,lquin Na
tional' Park in Canada there was' a similar
predaceous -attack last fall in ; hich t wo
people-were killed -by a black bear. The
last attack before that was in 1978. In
between, 8 million visitors passed through
the park without a hear-related fatality.
Even rarer is a predaceous attack by a
brown bear. Although Herrero was un
able to find as accurate statistics for brown
bear attacks as black bear attacks, he
estimates about twice as many people
were killed by brown bears as black bears
during the corresponding period. But he
was unable to document a significant num
ber of predaceous brown bear attacks .
Most brown bear attacks are defensive
in nature. The brown bear perceives people
as a threat and responds aggressively. In
a few cases, the mere sight of something
running away is known to trigger a chase
response among bears. It is the same
instinctive response that prompts dogs to
chase bicyclists, joggers, and cars while
ignoring people walking by.
On July 9, 1992, a young brown bear
killed and partially consumed a 6-year
old boy in the Alaska Peninsula village of
King Cove. Although initial reports indi
cated that half the corpse had been con
sumed, the subsequent autopsy and an
examination of the bear suggested a far
smaller percentage. It is unclear whether this really was a
predaceous attack or one more in keeping with normal
brown bear behavior. The child 's mother told investiga
tors that when shefirst saw the bear, it was some distance
behind and traveling the same direction down the road on
which she was walking, carrying her infant daughter and
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holding her son's hand. Upon seeing the bear, the family
jumped a guard rail and fled downhill through thick brush .
Bears, black and brown, can run much faster than people
think they can. Their top speed has been estimated at
around 35 miles per hour. By comparison, world record
sprinter Carl Lewis runs about 28 miles per hour. Bears
can and do run down fleeing prey.
The fleeing family may have triggered a chase re
sponse. The boy became separated from his mother and
was caught and killed by the bear. The mother and
daughter escaped to a nearby house. Having pursued and
caught its quarry, the bear may have instinctively begun
feeding upon its prey. Neighbors responded to the scene
and killed the bear next to the boy's body.
Like the black bear near Glennallen, there were no
obvious physical problems with the brown bear. Unlike
the black bear, this brown bear, a 3-year-old,male weigh
ing an estimated 400 pounds, had a stomach full of
garbage. He was one of more than half a dozen brown
bears regularly visiting the dump in King Cove.
Based on numerous observations of bear-human inter
actions by researchers in very different locations, experts
recommend that people stand their ground when ap
proached by a bear. Running obviously is futile and may
trigger a chase response, Given the facts surrounding the
King Cove case, it is possible that if the three family
members had stood their ground, the bear would have
avoided them. That hindsight is of little comfort to a

grieving family and friends, but it may help other Alaskans
in dealing with brown bears. With a population estimated
at 35,000 to 40,000, brown bears are much less numerous
than black bears; but because they often live in unforested
areas and travel great distances, brown bears are often
more visible than black bears.
Brown bears have accounted for perhaps twice as many
deaths as black bears, probably because of their size and
ferocity, but their frequency of predaceous attacks is much
lower.
Brown bears are found throughout most of Alaska,
even in an area as populated as Anchorage. But given the
amount of outdoor activity and the infrequency of attacks,
the statistical risk of being killed or even injured by a
brown bear remains very remote. Nevertheless, it is sure
to take some time for the awful memories of the summer
of '92 to fade away.
Bruce Bartley is a project assistant with the Division of
Wildlife Conservation, ADF&G, Anchorage.
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